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Abstract- The rearrangement s ep of nuclear f ission occurs within 0.17 yoctosecond,
in a new state of nuclear matter characterized by the formation of closed shells of
nucleons. The determination of i ts l i fet ime is now based on the prompt neutron
emission law. The width of isotopic distr ibutions measures the uncertainty in the
neutron number of the fragments. Magic mass numbers, 82 and 126, play a major
role in the mass distr ibutions. Arguments are presented in favour of an al l-neutron
state. The boson f ield responsible for the new col lect ive interaction has to be
searched for.
Introduction. - An overal l  picture of our model of binary nuclear f ission was recently
given by R.A.  Ricc i  n Europhysics News [1] .  But  seeing that  F.  Gônnenwein does not
bel ieve [2] that f ission occurs within 1.7 10-2ss, we wil l  f i rst try to just i fy that this holds
for al l  the f issioning systems considered by J. Terrel l  in his work on prompt neutron
emission [3],  and then we wil l  try to show that the idea of closed "nucleon shel ls" was
already contained in another paper by J. Terrel l  t4l  and can explain the mass
distr ibutions of binary f ission.
Fiss ion occurs wi th in 0.17 yoctosecond- In 1957,  J.  Terre l l  showed that  the
probabil i ty P(u) of emitt ing v neutrons per f ission, represented as function of the
difference (v - v), where 7 is the average number of neutrons emitted per f ission, is a
Gaussian curve having a o - parameter of 1 .08, or a ful l-width-at-half-maximum of
2 '538 neutrons.  Indeed,  the data obta ined f  rom the fo l lowing spontaneously
f iss ioning nucle i  ,  238 '240'242Pu,  2a2'2aaç^ and 252Cf and f rom 233,235U and zssp,
irradiated with B0 keV neutrons, were perfectly fitted by such a curve, as
demonstrated by his f igure 4 [3],  reproduced in many textbooks, e.g. in [5].  J. Terrel l
tr ied to explain this situation as result ing from large variances in total kinetic energy
and hence in excitat ion energy of the fragments.
ln the nineties, the study, in part icular by J.H. Hamilton et al.  16,71, using
coincidence methods and detectors such as Gammasphere, of the prompt gamma
rays emitted by neutron-r ich f ission fragments, revealed that the isotopic distr ibutions
of f ission fragments can be represented by Gaussian curves, and J.L. Durel l  tB]
pointed out that al l  isotopic distr ibutions encountered in f ission have exactly the same
width as that found by J. Terrel l  for the P(u) distr ibution; as an example, J.L. Durel l
2showed that al l  the isotopic distr ibutions of Zr fragments associated in y-y
coincidences with each of the Ba fragments from totBa to totBa, observed in the
spontaneous f ission of 2oBCm, have a width of 2.54 mass units (u) .  J.L.Durel l
proposed the same explanation as Terrel l .
Let us look at the part icular Zr- isotopic distr ibution which corresponds to
coincidences with 148 Ba, displayed e.g. in ref. [B]. As a consequence of matter
conservation, this distr ibution cannot extend beyond N=60, i .e. beyond toozr, for the
'otcm f issioning system. And, for the same reason, no prompt neutron can have
been emitted at N=60, as noted by J.L. Durel l  himself:  lsotopic distr ibutions of f ission
fragments teach us how these fragments are formed at the same time that prompt
neutron emission occurs.
Another observation can be made in this distr ibution. The abscissa N of the
maximum of the Gaussian distribution is the most probabte value of the "neLttron
number N" of the various Zr isotopes which can be formed in this part icular
coincidence.  And,  as expected for  a random phenomenon,  N is  non- integer.  lndeed,
a value N- -  5B,4 has been found by J.  L.  Du re l l  in  the coincidences wi th 1oBBa,
whereas he found N- 61 .B in the loz}a case.
Moreover i t  may be asked why the wldth of the Gaussian distr ibutions has a
constant value - 2.54 u , in so many dif ferent experiments, and for so many dif ferent
fissioning systems: This situation clearly indicates that prompt neutron emissio n and
fragment formation both occur within an extremely short time interval At.
ln our opinion, due to the brevity of the fission reaction, the energy-time uncertainty
relat ion AE. At = h has to play a major role in i ts descript ion. To the uncertainty AE
corresponds an uncertainty AA = LElc' ,  and to AA correspond uncertaint ies AN in N
and LZ in Z. And the f ini te and constant value of the width AN can be interpreted as
the "uncertainty in the neutron number N" of the fragment. With AN = (N/A) AA, and
with a value 1-6449 for the mean value of A/N in the fissioning systems taken into
consideration by J. Terrel l ,  we get the fol lowing value for AJ, i t  AN -2.538 u.
AJ = hlcz tV*l N = 1 .696 1o -25 s
This mean value of the reaction t ime of the f ission reaction for the l ight act inide nuclei
is now based on the considerable work made in the f i f t ies for determining v and p("),
i .e. on "data which are of the utmost practical importance in the application of the
chain reaction in reactors and explosives" [9].
A value At  = 1.77 10 -2ss ,  quoted in [1] ,  had been announced in 1993 by G. Mouze
and C. Ythier [10].This value was based only on cold f ission data concerning the
reaction 235U * f l t '  at the highest otal kinetic energy I1 1l.A similar value was recenly
deduced from other old cold f ission experiments 1121.
( 1 )
3To each primary f ission fragment are attached, as a kind of trademark, uncertaint ies
AA, AN and LZ. Az is given by the dif ference ^ Â - N = 1.6g7 proton; i t  is the
modern expression of the distr ibution law of the charge in f ission.
It  must be pointed out that a reaction t ime of 0.17 yoctosecond is not surprising for a
reaction occurring within an atomic nucleus. l f  the reaction t ime of a chemical
reaction can be def ined as the ratio of range (- of interaction to velocity of
propagation of the interaction, i ts smallest value is ( lc, i .e.,  for a reaction occurring
between H and C l  in  a  HCI  mo lecu le ,  -0 .43  1018 s ,  w i th  /  -  1 .2T4SS 10-10 m t131.
And for a reaction occurring within the most external valence shel ls of a nucleus, I
can be about  107 t imes smal ler ,  and At  can be of  the order of  1 10-25s. lnterest ingly,
the value at  = 0.1T ys corresponds to a range of  -5.0g 10-17 m.
The c losure of  nucleon shel ls  at  A = 82 and A =1 26.-  Dur ing the t ime intervat  At ,
an energy AE = 3.8 GeV is at disposal of the f issioning system. This corresponds to
a temperature T = LE/k = 4.5 1013 K. One may speak of extreme condit ions.
In 2008 Mouze and Ythier [14] suggested that in so extreme condit ions a new state
of nuclear matter could be created, in which any distinction between proton and
neutron seems to have disappeared. And they showed that the mass distr ibutions of
asymmetric f ission, and even those of symmetric f ission, could be explained i f  one
assumes that "nucleons", instead of dif ferentiated protons and neutrons, form, as a
consequence of  the spin-orbi t  coupl ing,  c losed shel ls  at  magic "mass numbers"  82
and 1 26.
Indeed, i f  one assumes, as proposed by Ythier and Mouze at the Karlsruhe
Symposium [15], that a f issioning system, such as 235U * î tn, can "clusterize" into a
dinuclear system 20BPb + "Ne, with a great energy- release, the possibi l i ty of a
col l ision of core and cluster cannot be excluded. But what can happen in such an
internal col l is ion? l t  cannot simply be the capture, by the cluster, of 76 valence
nucleons,  or  less,  of  the deep- ly ing doubly magic t "sn core,  as in i t ia l ly  proposed
[1 6]: the hypothesis of the creation of an A = 126 "nucleon core" in 2o8pb leads to a
better descript ion of the mass distr ibutions occurring in f ission.
ln the asymmetric f ission of 235U * f l tn ,  for example, the transfer of the 82 valence
nucleons released by 208Pb al lows the formation of an A = 82 "nucleon core" around
the cluster, of mass number A"1 (equal to 28 in this case).The mass number of the
l ight fragment, AL, is also comprised between Art ' t  = 82 and A'MAX - Aç1 + 82, i .e.
'1 10, whereas AH is comprised between Art ' t  _ 126 and AnMAX _ 126 _W_ (82_Act) l
= 126 + Acr , i .e. 154. The width of the region of appreciable yield, AA= Avnx - Axalp, is
the same for l ight and heavy fragment, and equal to A"1 (f irst Hachem rule [1 7]), i .e.
A A =  2 8 u .
4ln  the symmetr ic  f iss ion of  nucle i  heavier  than " 'Ct ,  e.g.  in  that  of  258Fm 1or '08pb-toAt), the formation of an A -- 126 "nucleon core" becomes possible even in the l ight
fragment. This formation explains the narrow width of the distr ibutions. Indeed, Art ' t
= 126, Arto* = Acr + 82 = 132, Art't - 126,Arto* = 12G - W - (26-A.r)] - Acr +82
-132.  Thus AA = (A.r  -  44)  u = 6 u (second Hachem rure) [1 g]  for  the now s ingre
peak of the distr ibution.
The width of B u found experimental ly [1 9] can be just i f  ied by the uncertainty in A
[20]; in fact AA.*p - (Acr -44\ + 2 u.
The idea of closed nucleon shel ls can f ind i ts just i f icat ion i  observations made by J.
Terrel l  in 1962 [a].  First,  he reported that f ission fragments with A = 82 and A = 126
do not emit prompt neutrons, and that the prompt neutron yield increases l inearly
above these A- values; more precisely, the number of prompt neutrons emitted by the
l ight fragment can be represented by v(L) = 0.08 (AL -82) and that emitted by the
heavy fragment by u(H) - 0.10 (AH - 126). Moreover, concerning the lower l imits of
the mass distr ibutions, he made the important observation that "asymmetric f ission
seems to be characterized by the relation At
define quite accurately the region of appreciable yietd. They a/so seem to be the
point at which neutron yield nearly vanishes". He noted that AH = 126 has to be
preferred to A = 128, because 126 "gives a better l inear representation of v(H)".
Could the nucleon phase be an a l l -neutron state ?.-  The "nucleons" of  th is  phase
deserve to be cal led nucleons ince mass-numbers, rather than proton- and neutron-
numbers, without doubt play a major role. But what are these nucleons? The survival,
in this phase, of the magic numbers 82 and 126 clearly suggests that the "spin- orbit
coupling stil l plays a role, and consequently that these particles stil l have a sprn. But
i t  may be asked: Are they al l  protons, or al l  neutrons? We present at least two
arguments in favour of a neutron state, i .e. in favour of a disappearance of the
charge' First we observed that in ordinary nuclear matter, it is fhe Coulomb potential
of the protons that is responsible for the particular series of energy states of the
proton phase. lndeed, the series of states of the neutron phase result from the sole
spin- orbit  coupling. Thus, the disappearance of the protons, because they are
changed into neutrons, would lead to a pure neutron phase, and this just i f ies that
magic "mass numbers" such as 82 and 126 intervene. Secondly, an al l-neutron state
during the rearrangement step seems necessary for the formation of fragments in
condit ions in which their neutron-number is affected by a considerable uncertainty.
Moreover at the end of this step, as protons are present again, the rat io N/Z is st i l l  so
great that a series of beta decays is necessary in order to get the f inal much smaller
value.
Could the creation of the new phase be related to an interaction with W* and
W -boson f ields? - l t  may be asked whether the al l-neutron state
by the known interactions encountered in high-energy physics, e.g.
can be explained
by the interaction
5with the Wt -boson f ield .  l t  is well  known that the W boson f ield is involved in the
p- decay of the f ission products. There, a d-quark becomes changed into a u- quark
at each step of the decay chain. l f  the charge of Z protons of the f issioning system
disappears, and then reappears, i t  means that now a number Z of u-quarks are
changed into a number Z of  d-  quarks,  which then reappear,  changed into a number
Z o t u - q u a r k s .
But can the interaction with the W- f ields have such a col lect ive character that,
instead of only one, in fact Z quarks can be changed? Moreover, what happens to
the leptons involved in these quark-changes? ls i t  necessary to assume that these
changes occur within a so short t ime interval that no lepton is emitted? ln fact, the
l i fet ime of the new phase is equal to 1.697 10-25s: i t  is remarkably shorter than that of
the Wt -boson,  i .e .  3.074 10-25 s ,  and even shorter  than that  of  the Zo- boson,  i .e .
2.6378 10 25 s l21l;  maybe, such a l i fet ime is short enough for explaining that no one
lepton is observed. Moreover, this extremely short l i fet ime suggests that i t  could
correspond to a very heavy intermediary new part icle. lndeed, one observes that the
ratio R = Mi r of mass and energy-width is almost constant for the Wt and Zo -
bosons, and equal to 35.74 and 36.548 respectively. with I- equal to h/ at = 6.582 10
" GeVs I  1.697 1O-25 s,  i .e .  to 3.878 GeV, for  the nucleon phase,  a mass equal  to
3. B7B X 36. 1 46 = 1 40 .17 4 GeV/ c'  ,or even g reater, cou ld be pred icted for the
intermediary part icle; but, why not a mass greater than M(2W) = 160.8 GeVic2, the
mass of the W* -W- boson pair ? An interaction of the f issioning system with W* and
W- f ields could so be just i f ied.
Conclusion.- One sees that the extreme brevity of the f ission reaction can no more
be contested. Fission occurs more than thousand times faster than betieved srnce
seventy years.
Symmetric as well  as asymmetric mass distr ibutions can now be explained. This
explanation reveals that spin-orbit coupling is a fundamental property of nuclear
matter, since i t  survives in extreme condit ions.
The fact that the charge of al l  protons disappears and reappears in the ephemeral
new phase strongly suggests that they interact with the ltll and W boson fields, But
what do we real ly know about the true nature of the charge l22l?
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